
Teens can have the reputation of being rebels. And perhaps some are when the
subject is the authority and advice of their parents. To some extent, that kind of teen
rebellion can even be a good thing, given a teen’s challenge in learning to stand on
the teen’s own two feet. But while teens can at times, at least to their parents, look
like burgeoning rebels, teens by and large may crave conformity even more than the
rest of us. In this age when the center seems absent and most things look like one
end or the other of a very long pole, teens need norms, too. The question is what
norms teens, like the rest of us, will seek. Should they dress, speak, act, and think
like one or another of their teen peer groups, or should they set out on a
more-reliable path that is more likely to lead them up?

The temptation for those of us who share a passion for
Jesus Christ is to try to make his path look more
attractive to our teens, as well as to others, than other
paths. And that’s likely a sound intuition. Certainly, we
shouldn’t be presenting the gospel as if it were an
unfairly demanding and unusually dark thing. The stories
are far too many of young people cast adrift from the
roots of their Christian faith by a harsh schoolmaster or
demeaning parent. Christ is instead all light. Christ is
goodness itself. Christ holds together and within himself
all joy, all comfort, all solace, all purpose, and all life.
That’s the good news to share with every teen, every
friend, and every enemy.

Yet in our proclaiming the grace and glory of Jesus Christ, we can also offer the
structure of reassuring norms, the kinds of guardrails, guidance, and disciplines that
lead not to a dully constrained life but to a flourishing life. We all should want
liberty, including our teens. But we should all want a constrained liberty under our
beneficent God even more. We prosper not simply because of the liberty that we
find in Jesus Christ but also the limits to which we gladly submit in obedience to
Jesus Christ. That voluntary commitment to both the liberty and limitations of his
will for us is what fosters the virtue necessary for the possibility of good marriages,
families, churches, workplaces, and communities. We all need healthy norms. Don’t
let your teens, friends, or enemies float away unmoored.


